Solution brief

Maximize Cloud benefits,
through optimized and
simplified operations on AWS

Highlights

Customer challenge

– Global Teams delivering Modern Service

Enterprises are accelerating their digital transformation by migrating

Management driven Operations
– Leverage pre integrated Cloud native
and cloud ready tools for real time
managed services
– Flexible, Modular services catalogue
with integrations into customers
ecosystem

and modernizing their workloads on AWS. However, they face
challenges mainly due to lack of right cloud skills, cloud aligned
processes and cloud ready management tools, which impacts their
ability to manage their AWS environment in an optimum manner.
These challenges effectively hamper the enterprises’ ability to
maximize their benefits that cloud offer, effectively stalling their
digital transformation programs.
Kyndryl® Cloud Managed Services provides secure and pre-emptive
management of enterprises AWS environments. Cloud managed
services includes 24x7 management of IaaS, PaaS and Containers
on AWS, allowing enterprises to focus on their business applications
development and deployment.

How we help
Tools and processes

Expertise

Monitoring solutions using statistical techniques

Kyndryl has decades of experience working

and forecasting to proactively identify anomalies

with customers to deliver enterprise-grade

and potential issues, reducing noise

workload analysis, migration, implementation,
and managed services for the most complex
workloads.

API based discovery and automated onboarding
for faster deployment of manage ready

Our partnership has a rich history of delivering

environments

customers-centric innovation, aimed at evolving
and sustaining the world’s most vital IT systems.

Continuous enhancements and automations
improve operational efficiency with built-in

Kyndryl has the people, processes, and

security & DevOps practices

technology to help organizations progress their
digital transformation journey using intelligent
data and AI-driven insight.

People and processes
Global team of AWS certified experts to manage
the AWS environment and provide ongoing
optimization recommendations
SRE and DevOps-based delivery model with
“automation first” approach and “secure by design”
delivery principles
Operational processes that follow the cloud

Why Kyndryl?
Kyndryl works at the core of businesses that move the world.
With more than 90,000 skilled professionals operating in over
100 countries, we design, build, manage and modernize the
mission-critical technology systems that the world depends
on every day.
To learn more about how Kyndryl can help you deploy and
manage on AWS, contact your Kyndryl representative or visit
us at kyndryl.com.

native operating model, leveraging the best
practices recommended by AWS as well as
Kyndryl’s expertise
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